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ABSTRACT
Fora long time, bothprofessionals andthe laypublic showed little interest in informal carers. Yet thesepeople deals with multiple

and common issues in their everyday lives. As the population is aging we can observe a change ofthis attitude. And thanks to the
advances in computer science, we can offer them some effective assistance and support by providing necessary information and
connecting them with both professional and laj‘ public community.

In this work we describe a project co/led “Research and development ofsupport nežworks and information systems for informal
carersfor persons afier stroke “ producing on information system visible topublic as a web portal. It does not provide just simple oset
of information hut using means of artficial intelligence, text document classUication and crowdsourcing further improving its
accuracy, Ü a/so provides means of effective visualization and navigation over the content made by most by the comm unity itsefand
personalized ona level ofinformal carer sphase ofthe care-taking time/me.

In can be beneficia/for informal carers as it allows to finda content specJic to their current situation. This work describes our
approach to classfication of text documents and its improvement through crowdsourcing. Its goal is to test text documents classfier
based on documents sim i/arity measured by N-grams method and to design evaluation and crowdsourcing-based classUication
improvement mechanism. Interface for crowdsourcing was created using CMS WordPress. In addition to data collection, the purpose
of interface is to evaluate class(jication accuracy, which leads to extension ofclassJier test data set, thus the classification is more
successful.

Keywords: ClassJication, Text documents, Natural language processing, Documents similarily, N-grams, Crowdsourcing,
Jlĺordpress, Caretaker, Stroke.

1. INTRODUCTION

Informal carers deal with many diffcult situations when
care-taking their relatives. Today we can utilize the
technology and computers to support them by providing a
specifc, personalized content and information. We created
a web portal providing all necessary information which
should help them to improve their care-taking, but it
requires a meaningful and effective navigation over the
content made from the most by carers themselves. Wc face
issues like differences between professional and laical
nomenclature which we attempt to address using specific
language mean ment for navigation over the content called
tag cloud. In addition to this, we aiso provide visual mean
attempting to place the carer to a correct position on a care-
taking timeline. It is au implemented in a web server
running WordPress CMS. The result will be hand-overed
to a non-profit organization supporting the target group of
informal carers. The project connected benefkients of the
care-taking and their organization with IT specialists in
order to improve their support and quality of life.

In our effort we utilize so-called natural language
processing (NEP), which is usually used in for example
information extraction tasks or text classification, where it
helps to automate and speed up the classifcation process.
Despite the progress in text classification, humans are
usually still more accurate, which opens a space for human
assisted classification, e.g. by means ofhaving human as a

reference system. Here, it is also possible to use the
collective intelligence of multiple peopie for such task,
which is called crowdsourcing that is experiencing boom in
the last years.

In this work, we briefly describe our eXperience and
summarize our previous results of Czech, Slovak and
English text documents classification which serve as a base
for this work [42]. Wc aiso summarize crowdsourcing
advantages, methodology and comparison with otlier
approaches.

The aim of the experimental project of agile software
development called “Research and development of support
networks and information systems for informal carers for
persons after stroke“ is to create an information systems
(IS) for informal carers for a person after stroke (ICs) Using
modem information technology that allows the users to
gain relevant, timely and interconnected information on
support networks for prevention of their possible social
isolation and exclusion, physical and psychological
exhaustion, health disorders and other risk factors
associated with their diffcult life situation. The developed
IS will aiso help improve awareness oflCs support systems
across other long-term care providers —— in particular public
administrators, general practicioners etc. Intent of the
project is to create and vaiidate the pilot IS IC model in
Moravian-Silesian Region by 12/2021, which can
subsequently be applied in other regions and / or other
target IC groups.

ISSN 1335-8243 (print)E 2021 FEI TUKE ISSN 1338-3957 (online), www.aei.tukesk



4 Support oflnformal Carers for People Aftera Stroke with Crowdsourcing and Natural Language Processing

1.1. Informal Carers

For a Jong time, both professionais and the lay pubiic

showed hUle interest in informai carers. The change in the

attitude to informal carers which we are witnessing during

the last decades is primarily — aithough not exclusiveiy —

caused by the urgent need fora solution to the demographic

trends ofpopulation ageing. In parailei with the situation in

other countries, informal carers in the Czech Repubhic baye

neither been sufficient)y identifed, nor systematically

supported. “Whiie it is possible to define other focus groups

by a certain social event (such as maternity by giving birth)

or socio-economic characteristics (such as age in senior

citizens Or lack of employment in the unemployed),

caregivers are a group that is Iargely non-demarcated/

undefined.“ [29]
This is reflected aiso in the area of terminoiogical

definition of informal care and informal carers, this area is

highly divergent and differs in the depth and the breadth of

the deflnition concepts, in the purposes of the definitions.

in the defnition criteria chosen as well as the in the fields

in which (or for which) the terminology is defined. For the

purposes ofthis paper, we will proceed from the similarities

found In these definitions. In the absence ofterminologicai

consensus (if it can ever be achieved), terminologicai

definitions of informal care — and hence of informai carers

— usuahly have the following in common: “. . . informai care

involves iay [. . . J care conducted without any specific

professional education, without flnancial rernuneration and

outside of one‘s empioyment, and is accompanied with a

high degree of emotionai involvement.“ [32].

Concurrentiy, Jay care may inciude the involvement ofboth

family members as weil as friends. neighbours,

acquaintances Or coiieagues and the like.

One of the key factors with regard to support provided

to informal carers is how weil informed these carers are.

This information process is oflen marred by obstacles [30]

[31] as carers are exposed to the defkits of an “invisible

group“, and it is not infrequent that inforrnation reaches

them in a haphazard manner. These people are not aiways

aware of the fact that as a result of their caregiving, they

themselves may belong to a group of people whose

physical, psychical, social or economic, etc. health may be

at risk. For a number of reasons, unlike care recipients

themselves (i.e. people who suffered CVA in our case, or

children with a disabiiity and the hike), informal carers do

not set up formahised associations. With the eXception of a

type of sickness benefit recentiy introduced in the Czech

Repubhic under the name “long-term care beneflt“,

informai carers are usually not visibie both for the formai

systems of support and from the perspective of tbeir

potential to form self-help groups. Among other probiems,

this aiso signifkantly hinders research in this area, or as the

case may be, identification and searching for potential

research respondents.
Informal carers have become the ever-more fl-equent

object of professional investigation (for instance [32] and

[33]). Research in this area deals with the informai carers‘

contribution to the economy [34], or attempts to quantifř

how well informed carers are [35] [36], it aiso focuses on

the quahity oftheir iife [37], satisfaction [38], their situation

on the labour market [39], how effective intervention is in

reducing their strain [40], or with their emotions and stress

[41]. Research which is relevant In relation to the focus

group of our project and ofthis paper furtherniore includes

research focusing on informal carers in the conteXt of

caring for people after Cerebrovascular Accidents [24] [25]

[26] [27] [28].

2. TEXT DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION AND

CR0WDSOURCING

The main goai of text ciassification Is to assign the

given text to some ofthe pre-defined classes. In the area of

text mining, it is aiso a process of automatic learning of

categorization schemas used for direct classification of

new, uncategorized documents [1]. Some approaches use

different forms of document similarity metric, such as

cosine similarity. This metric is theu used in learning as

well in classification phases. Before the ciassification itseif,

it is necessary to perform two steps:

- Transformation ofthe document to a form that can

be parsed. This includes removal of stop words,

tags and other pre-processing (see section 6). —

- Extraction of text properties that are then evaluated

and their weight is calculated. These properties are

then represented as vectors describing a presence

ofwords or syntactic unit [1]. Many ciassifiers use

a bag-of-words (80W) approach for text

representation [1]. It is a simpiifled text

representation used mostly for NLP and

informatiori extraction where the document is

transformed to a set of individual words with- out

grammar structures and words order, but still

containing possible words duplicity. During the

classiflcation, an occurrence fiequency for each

word in the bag is calculated so it can be theu used

as an input for ciassifler during training.

Today classifíers use either statistical approaches or

machine learning and can be divided into two categories:

supervised and unsupervised. Further text in this section

describes today most common algorithms such as decision

trees. N-grams, artifciaI neurai networks and Bayes

classifkr [1].

2.1. Naive Bayes Classsifier

Naive Bayes Ciassifler is a probability-based ciassifler

built on top of Bayes theorem (described for example in

[2]) saying how conditional probability of some event

relates to an opposite conditional probability. Bayes

ciassifíer assumes that presence or absence of some

attribute ofthe given class is not dependent on presence Or

absence ofsorne other attribute [1]. The advantage ofBayes

classifier is that it performs well with smaller training data

set to determine statistical parameters.

2.2. TF-IDF

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF

IDF) is often used for term- weighting (evaluation of

individuai text attributes). It is a statistical metric that

measure an importance ofwords in the given document [3].

Term Frequency stands for count ofthe given word in the

document divided by the total count ofall words in the

ISSN 1335-8243 (print) 2021 FEI T1JKE
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document. This normalization is done to eliminate the
advantage of long documents in such calculation. The
Inverse Document Frequency represents the importance of
individual words. lt is characterized as a logarithm ofcount
ofall documents divided by count ofdocuments containing
the given word [3]:

- TF(t) = (count of t in the document) / (total count
ofwords in the document)
IDF(t) = (total count of documents / count of
documents that contain the t)

Matching documents will then have a high fřequency ofthe
given word that is aiso not so much present in other
documents. One of the major disadvantages of TF-IDF is
its ignorance of key semantic connections between words
because it compares documents only based on frequency of
individual words. Still, different variations of TF-IDF are
often used in search engines for document ranking [11.

2.3. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)

LSA (aiso known as Latent Semantic Indexing - LSI) is
a technique used for NLP. It is based on analysis of
relationship between set ofdocuments and words contained
in them. In contrast to classic natural language processing
or artificial intelligence approaches, LSA is not using any
human-created dictionary. knowl- edge base, grammar or
syntactic parser. The input ofLSA isjust a text divided into
meaningful parts such as sentences or paragraphs [4]. LSA
uses mathemati- cal approach called Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD). It is a method of linear algebra in
which a regular matriX is decomposed to 3 smaller matrices
such that matriX multiplication of these matrices must
return the original matriX. The whole process is described
for example in [5].

2.4. Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised
machine learning method that is usually used in binary
classification and regression analysis. In is based on a con
cept of decision planes that defines decision borders [6].
SVM uses a mechanism called hyperplanes in
multidimensional space which divides objects ofindividual
classes. The main idea of SVM is to allow linear division
Of objects of different classes using object transformation
that is being done by mathematical functions called kernel
function [6]. It is then crucial to find the most fitting
hyperplane (plane with maximal margin), that is, find the
place in which the the distance between closest points to the
plane is as large as possible. In order to describe the
hyperplane, we need just points that lies at the edge of
maximal margin. These points are called support vectors
[7]. Qther points are not relevant to the hyper- plane. SVM
method is therefore capable to find those training samples
which are most relevant to finding the hyperplane. The size
of the training set required for classifier learning is
therefore much smaller [7]. We recognize several types of
SVM that differ by used iterative algorithm for error

function minimization. They are described for example
in[6j.

2.5. N-grams

N-gram is defined as a tuple of N items that belongs to
some sequence ofe.g. words or characters. Sequence oftwo
items is called bigram, sequence of three items then
trigrant From four, it is called generally as N-gram. N
grams are usu- ally used for text representation where
words are used in the sequence. Another possible usage is
document classification based on document similarity.
During the classification, sequence of e.g. characters is
used. The beginning and the end ofthe word is then marked
by some special character such as underscore [8].

In general, a set ofN-grams for a string oflength k will
contain k+1 N-grams. Oreat advantage of classifícation
using N-grams is its independence on document language,
because there is no need for text pre-processing such as
stemming or lemmatization. It is aiso quite tolerant to
grammar errors and typos.

On the other hand, a large number ofgenerated N-grams
can be considered as a drawback. On the other hand, this
can be reduced by e.g. removing stop words or by using
stemming or lemmatization (or some other text length
reduction). but by doing this, we lose the advantage of
language independence.

In [20] authors for example used character N-grams and
unigram indices for Twitter tweets classification. They
confirmed language independence but aiso conclude that
although character n-grams of 4-6 characters length leads
to classification models with decent performance, the
manually indicated tokens (a.k.a. crowdtagging) combined
with a Decision Tree ciassifier outperform any other feature
set-classification algorithm combination [20].

3. CROWDSOURCING

The concept of crowdsourcing can be defined as a
business practice where the given activity is outsourced to
a crowd [14]. Another definition can be found in [15] wherc
author says that crowdsourcing represents the act of a
company or institution taking a function once performed by
employees and outsourcing it to an undefined (and
generally large) network of people in the form of an open
call. The most important part of this defínition is the
undefined network of people. Everyone can then get task
assigned to him or her. The only selection that is done in
such process is selection of achieved results. Results are
aiso often just aggregated.

Crowdsourcing theoretical roots were defined in [22]. Ii
is based on an idea of collective intelligence. This concept
can be understood as “au together we are smarter thanjust
one ofus“ [16]. It isa concept aiso known as wisdom ofthe
crowd. In [14] authors attempts to answer the 8 basic
questions about crowdsourcing. As for advantages of
crowdsourcing, we can name for example releasing core
company employees for other work and lower eXpenses. A
nice description of crowdsourcing pros can be found In
[17]. One ofthe most difficult tasks in crowdsourcing usage
is finding the right crowd motivation [18].

ISSN 1335-8243 (print) 2021 FEI TUKE ISSN 1338-3957 (onhine), www.aei.tuke.sk



6 Support of Informal Carers for People After a Stroke with Crowdsourcing and Natural Language Processing

3.1. Examples of Use

Severai iarge companies such as Waze, Lego, Samsung,

Lays or Greenpeace suc- cessfuily used the crowdsourcing

in real world applications [23]. In [20] authors used

crowdsourcing to obtain tokens for sentiment analysis of

tweets and used them as a feature set which turned out to

perform best in compare to other feature sets estabiished by

other means (e.g. N-grams). Similariy in [21] authors

compared various kinds of Iow-level features, including

those extracted through deep learning and conclude that

keywords suggested by the crowd (called crowd

Iexiconherein that are based on crowdtagging), established

through a crowd- sourcing platform can be effectiveiy used

for training sentiment classification models for short teXts

(tweets and Facebook comments) and that those models are

at least as effective as the ones that are developed through

deep iearning or everi better [21].

4. PROOF OF CONCEPT RESULTS

Our classifier was tested on two data sets and then

briefly with use of crowd- sourcing.

4.1. Data Sets

Both data sets contained X text documents in Y classes.

Each was then split into training and test set. After

processing of each set, the classifcation accuracy was

evaluated.

4.1.1. Language Data Sets

As mentioned in [42], our first data set contained

technical teXts from DATAKON conferences in different

languages. The aim ofthis data set was to confirm language

independence ofthe classifer. We used Czech, Slovak and

English teXts bere. Each category contained 40 texts with

60 up to 20 words. Both training and test data set contained

20 texts for each class. Our classifier successfutly classified

au 60 documents in test data set. Perfect accuracy was

expected for English. but we expected worse numbers for

Czech and Slovak that are very similar to each other. The

Ianguage independence of N-grams method was therefore

confrmed.

4.1.2. Psychoiogicai Data Set

Contrary to the frst data set, this data set contains not

so balanced count of teXts for each class. Its aim was to

investigate how the classifer will perform with not so well

structured data. Aiso, these teXts contains psychoiogical

topic. They are sorted to classes which borders are not so

clear as iii case of previous data set. These teXts are often

diffcult to ciassify even by human. The expected accuracy

of classification therefore was not high. The data set

contained 87 documents in 3 classes. As discussed in [42],

there was one misclassified document in each class. In

general, these errors were reiated to documents difficult to

be classifed even by human as they contain several topics

at once.

4.1.3. Crowdsourcing

The c1assifer accuracy was aiso tested by impiemented

crowd- sourcing interface. Our crowd contained people

from OSU1 and VSB-TUO2 universities. Topics of

contributions inserted into the interface were suggested as

life of non-formal care takers and its influencing as a

consequence of care taking. This resulted into 3 classes

[42]. Training set was provided by OSU. It consisted 180

one- or two-sentence texts ciassifed into 4 categories.

Crowd that creates teXts for classification (and aiso

performing classification accuracy testing) con- sisted from

students of Faculty of MeLlicine of OSU. During a test

phase, correct class was assigned to the text in case oferror.

We suggested an approach to extend the training data set

by incorrectly ciassified contributions and observed an

increasing trend of ciassifcation accuracy, yet on a very

small example.

5. REAL-WORLD APPLICATION FOR

INFORMAL CARERS

We utilized our approach in a real-world application for

informal carers. The idea is to classify each new user post

to orie of the 4 pre-defined classes corresponding to

identified phases ofinformal carers timeline:

1. The initial shock - first encounter with a stroke.

2. The time oftbe acute care.

3. The time ofthe post-acute care (rehabilitation).

4. The time ofhome care-taking.

These new posts will be automatically classifed using

the N-grams algorithm and then the user will be kindly

asked to correct the class if necessary. Misclassified posts

will then be used to extend the training set and re-training

the classifcation model. Key words ofeach class will then

be displayed in a tag cloud (see Fig. 1) where each tag (key

word) will lead to a list of articles and posts related to its

class (see Fig. 2) so the user can access the content and find

useful information related to hisĺher particular phase ofthe

informal carer‘S timeline.
Currently we achieve 50% classification accuracy using

very small training data Set made ofthe timeline description

and initiai moderated discussion. We eXpect that further

learning using crowdsourcing as well as extension of stop

words dictionary will increase the classifkation accuracy.

I https:I/www.osu.cz!
2 https ://www.vsb.cz/
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and tokenization. Another usual steps are stemming and
Iemmatization.

Fig. 2 Tagged content on the web for informal carers

6. PROCESSiNG OF TEXTS WRITTEN IN
NATURAL LANGUAGE

NLP software requires consistent knowledge base such
as large dictionary, gram- mar rules, ontology and
synonyms etc. [10]. NLP process consists ofseveral phases
using different methods to “decrypt“ multiple language
unclarities, e.g. tagging of part of the speech or
understanding and recognition ofthe natural language [10].
These phases can be [9]: morphological analysis, syntax
analysis and semantic analysis. Morphological analysis
processes a single word as the smallest atomic unit. Using
dictionary, it assigns a basic form to a word, word class and
other morphological categories. Syntax analysis, on the
other hand, processes whole sentences and formal
description of their structures. Semantic analysis
determines the meaning of word or a broader sentence.
From these methods, morphological analysis is the one
most explored and most algorithmizable [9]. On the other
hand, semantic analysis is generally most difficult due to
words homonymy.

Before almost every text processing, several pre
processing steps must be done, such as transformation to a
lower-case form, removing of special characters, stopwords

6.1. Stemming and Lemmatization

Stemmers and Lemmatizers are attempting to find the
common base or root of each word in the text. These tools
are useful for e.g. counting the frequency of words in text
because they allow to unite different forms on a words with
the same meaning. Stemmers are working with individua!
words without context and thus cannot distinguish between
different meaning of words. They are simply cutting
prefixes and suftixes (and leaving just stems). For more
details, please see e.g. [11]. On the other hand,
lemmatization is working with morphological analysis of
words. Lemmatization tools are working with grammar
rules for the document language. More details can be found
in e.g. [12].

6.1.1. Stemmers and Lemniers for Czech Language

Czech language is in general one ofthose more difficult
for stemming and lemmatization. Czech language uses a lot
of prefixes and has more complex inflection. Due to this
there are not many usable frameworks or software libraries.

One solution offers Apache Lucene3. This search engine
offers Czech language analyzer that contains set of Czech
stop words, stemmer and tokenizer that can be enhanced by
filters for e.g. lower-case transformation. The only
disadvantage is the absence ofCzech lemmatizer. This can
be compensated by Czech morphological analyzer
developed by Masaryk university4 called Majka5. ln its base
settings, it assigns to each word [13]: basic form and
grammar mark, aIl words related to the same lemma and all
possible words with diacritic.

7. CLASSIFIER DESCRIPTION

We used a classifier built on top of our prototype [42].
The implementation is based on N-gram-based text
categorization described in [8] and consists ftom two
phases: training and classification. In the training phase,
training documents are tokenized, stop words are excluded,
n-grams with length from 2 to 5 are generated and ordered
based on their ftequency of appearance and finally class
profile made of first 600 n-grams is generated and stored.
In the classification phase, the profile of unknown
document is calculated (similar to the training phase, just
for a single document). Then the distance between
unknown document profiles and profiles in database are
calculated using out-of-place method. And at last, unknown
document is assigned with a class with shortest distance.

In opposite to [8] our classifier utilizes a reduction of
count of words in document by removing the stop words.
Using this reduction, it is not necessary to start in the profile

https://lucene.apache.org/
‘ https://www.muni.cz!

https://www.muni.czlvyzkum!publikace/935762

Fig. 1 Tag cloud on the web for informal carers
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class at the position 300 (as suggested in [8]) but it is

possible to start from the beginning of the list. Aiso, our

classifier works with longer profiles, mostly because of

planned classifkation of psychoiogical teXt. Their classes

have usually a very thin border so we can eXpect the need

of more N-grams [42].

Beside the classification, our application aiso

determines key words of each class. These key words will

then be displayed to selected users with a kind request to

use them in their contribution. By showing key words only

to some users, ve create two user groups that will serve as

referential groups to confirm the following hypothesis:

classification will perform better if contributions for

classification contain pre-defined key words.

The calcuiation of key words is realized by TF-IDF

algorithm modified (iii respect to (i9]) to class pni-pose.

The caicuiation will bok like following:

TF11=‘

where nq is frequency of term i in documents ofclassj.

IDE1 = (2)

where t is term and D is set of au classes. TF,, is

quotient of term frequency n to count of all word in

documents of the given class. IDF, is then logarithm of

quotient of ciasses count to count of classes containing

term t,.

Five ke)‘ words with greatest weight per category from

those obtained by this method are seiected and stored to

database. We distinguish several user roles for

crowdsourcing user interface. Logged users can insert their

contributions (a.k.a. posts) where some of them will be

kindly asked to use pre-selected keywords based on

selected contribution category. These contributions will be

then ciassified by our ciassifier and in case ofdiscrepancy,

user can correct the category. Such contribution will then

be added to the training set (by Editor via manuai data

synchronization) in order to improve ciassifier‘s accuracy.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this work was to create a text document

classifier based on text document similarity with further

usage of crowdsourcing in order to increase classifícation

accuracy as a mean of support ofinformal carers for people

after a stroke. After an analysis ofclassification algorithms,

N-grams a!gorithm was chosen, mainiy for its language

independence but aiso for is easy implementa- tion. The

classifier was then connected with the crowdsourcing

interface of the web porta! built on top of WordPress. The

accuracy was tested on two data sets and then by

crowdsourcing interface proving its language

independence and mis- classifying only border-line cases

difficult even for a human. EventuaHy, classifier accuracy

was left to the users themseives using our crowdsourcing

interface. In order to improve the accuracy, extending the

training data set (especialiy with incorrectly classified

teXts) was implemented.

The web portal was launched in 2021 and the project

itself connected beneficients of the care-taking and their

organization with IT specialists in order to improve their

support and quality of life. It provides a clear visual

timeiine of informal carers phases with necessary

ISSN 1335-8243 (pdnt)2O21 FEI TUKE

informatjon and effective navigatiOfl to content made by

other informal carers from the same phase ofthe timeline.
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